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Presented By: Pete MacInnis 

Vehicle Purchase Fraud
in the Modern Retail Age

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello, I am Pete MacInnis CEO of eLEND Solutions. Auto Retailing is morphing from ‘Digital’ retailing to “Modern” retailing.In this session, we will share insights from fresh survey data gathered from over 700 dealers that show how Auto Dealers operated during the COVID shutdown. and the new processes they’ve adopted for the long term and some of the challenges facing dealers transitioning to a more modern, ‘connected’ retailing experience.

http://www.elendsolutions.com/


Identify the pitfalls to avoid in modern retailing: customer opaqueness, Identity theft & 
fraud, online to instore blockage, and the promises modern retailing offers if the processes 
are right!

Learn a) why ‘knowing’ your customer upfront is job one in a modern retailing process, and 
b) the best way to do that to eliminate fraud, reduce transaction times, increase finance 
efficiency and CSI scores.

Understand how getting to real lender qualified loan/lease terms as early as possible in the 
customer’s buying journey is key to modern retailing success!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We will: Identify the pitfalls to avoid in modern retailing: customer opaqueness, Identity theft & fraud, online to instore blockage, and the promises modern retailing offers if the processes are right!Learn a) why ‘knowing’ your customer upfront is job one in a modern retailing process, and b) the best way to do that to eliminate fraud, reduce transaction times, increase finance efficiency and CSI scores.Understand how getting to real lender qualified loan/lease terms as early as possible in the customer’s buying journey is key to modern retailing success. 



Vehicle 
Purchase Fraud 

$619M - 2022 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
$619M In Identify fraud-related vehicle loss at auto dealerships 2022 alone – and that’s a conservative estimate!  



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
IDENTIFY FRAUD IS SURGINGIt is no surprise that the majority of dealerships (88%) acknowledge that the auto retail industry has seen an increase in identity fraud since the pandemic. But, more surprising, is that a whopping 84% of respondents have directly experienced identity fraud at their dealership since the pandemic.



DIGITIZATION

95% say that increase 
in fraud is directly 
related to the increase 
in the digitization of 
the deal and remote 
buying experiences

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WHY? DIGITIZATION95% say the  increase in fraud is directly related to the increase in the digitization of the deal and remote buying experiences. 



86% Agree that as more of the transaction moves online, 
identify fraud will continue to grow and 

become even more challenging to prevent

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
86% saying that as more of the transaction moves online, identity fraud will increase and become harder to prevent! 



79% experienced 
an identity fraud 
related vehicle 
loss at their 
dealership.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
79% experienced an identity fraud related vehicle loss at their dealership.  



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
40% of those dealers reported a loss of one to two vehicles; but, more alarming, are the 43% of dealers who reported a loss of three or more vehicles in the past year. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MORE FRAUD – LOAN APPLICATIONS!89% of dealerships report an increase in loan application fraud in the past year;of those, 77% saw a 10 – 20% increase or more, with over 1/3 reporting that one in every 100 applications at their dealership was fraudulent.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The majority report checking Driver’s License or other forms of ID, but only 33% report including critical document authentication that validates that id as part of their process. This is a significant disconnect. While Red Flag Rule and Synthetic fraud solutions were also cited as protections, Without actually validating/authenticating ID documents, dealerships remain vulnerable.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DEALERSHIPS ARE NOT ADQUATELEY PROTECTING THEMSELVES FROM IDENTITY FRAUDThe top 2 ways are  “photocopying the driver’s license / ID” (64%) and the “Red Flags Rule” (56%).Only 33% cited the use of any ID verification technology as part of their risk abatement strategy.  Dealerships who exclusively use these unsophisticated, compliance-driven fraud prevention controls are putting themselves at risk and making their business an easy target for fraudsters.Dealers should use technology that provides forensic authentication of the driver’s license document, in conjunction with technology that matches data extracted from the document against hundreds of databases, including government, utilities and phone carriers data.



Is DR Lead Gen or Deal Gen? 
Too Close to Call!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Just over half of dealers are digitizing steps of the purchase process, while the other half are using it primarily for lead gen.  Dealers can be slow to evolve, and weaning them off their addiction to, and obsession with lead generation will take a minute. It’s likely that, without a pandemic, this perception shift—and its impact in adoption—could have taken up to five years.  I say, Sell The Car! Not the Appointment!



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Only one-third of respondents report that their relative finish runs through F&I, 17% stop their digital path at a fundable, transactable deal structure; 23% finish at a ‘qualified’ deal structure; and 24% finish their digital path-to-purchase experience at the very first pencil. Only 9% continue the digital journey through vehicle pick-up/delivery.
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The desired path is very different for Buyers and Sellers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Desired Path is very different for Buyers & SellersConsumer Path - 90% of consumers want to initiate parts of the transaction online…expecting that it will save them time in the dealership. Dealer Path – They want lead info, schedule an appointment. Trust Gap – Who controls the process? Think like the customer and you will get what you want.  (If most shoppers want to negotiate the price, or how know how much they can get on a trade or what financing terms are available before they decide on a specific vehicle - make it easy and convenient for shoppers to find the information they are looking for.  The more customers know, the more comfortable they are. The more comfortable they are, the more likely they are to buy.)Dealers should think more like the customer.   In other words, help sell the car.   Not the appointment.    Eliminating the trust gap is one of the promises of Modern retailing. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
54% of dealers are worried about in-store processes aligning with expectations set online. They are concerned about siloed technologies that do not share information that enables customers to seamlessly pick up where they left off when they get to the dealership.This is more about the self-serving vendors putting their own false interests ahead of their dealer customers. Select vendors that will support your desired API’s. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dealers Get ItThey agree that disconnects between DR and in-store sales process are a key issue and that solving this issue can speed up transactions!89% of dealers agree there is a disconnect between online shopping and instore buying.95% agree this disconnect must be solved to shorten transaction times. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
96% Dealers believe that unqualified/unrealistic payment terms online negatively impact transaction times!Unqualified payment expectations create conflict when the deal cannot be honored, widens the trust gap and perpetuates the negative stereotype consumers have of the sales process.  That is not a trust builder!
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Bring Finance to the Front 
of the Sales Process

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Most of these ‘basic’ calculators return unqualified or inaccurate payment quotes – unmatched to the customer’s credit profile, a specific vehicle and, crucially, any of the dealer’s lender programs.Credit Scores vary by credit repository which can move a customer up or down the pricing tier matrix. Debt to Income ratios are included for most lender underwriting rules which requires parsing out the raw credit report data to calculate. 99% of Digital Retailing tools don’t even have access to such data.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Most of the dealerships in the survey say they use a mobile driver’s license scanner. 93% of auto dealers agreed that if that DL scan could be converted into a consumer consented pre-qualification, it would be a meaningful benefit.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Customers Care as much about payments as they do Price.Dealers are moving from a “Credit Last” to a ”Credit First” model where they can identify their customers’ buying power upfront.This also has positive implications for preventing fraud if the right technology is in place and is particularly important as the transaction moves further online.



FinTech - Advanced Digital Finance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
FinTech - Advanced Digital FinanceThe next big evolution is “Advanced Digital Finance” to deliver real consumer qualified payment terms matched to full credit spectrum loan programs.Starting sales and finance process together upfront:, eliminating guesswork in deal structuring, enabling dealers to deliver a frictionless and transparent buying experience.The negotiation process is transformed into an affirmation of expectations for consumers while enabling auto dealers to hold gross profit during negotiation. There are many benefits when Digital Finance provides vehicle and consumer qualified finance terms, matched to Dealer/Lender programs at the front of the sales process, online or in-store, including eliminating guesswork in deal structuring.Getting to a fundable contract as early as possible in the negotiation process enables dealers to deliver a frictionless, transparent and satisfied buying experience, while eliminating bottlenecks, disconnects and profit leaks. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
74% stated transactions times improved Post- COVID, Transaction Times Compared to Pre-COVID times for DR – Initiated Deals That is Meet & Greet thru Delivery  



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When asked to look into the future, the majority of dealers (57%) believe that at least 20% of all vehicle transactions will be completed partially or fully online by 2025, with nearly a third saying over 25% of all transactions will be digital. Pre-pandemic, online car sales share was about 4.2%. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
COVID related lockdowns and restrictions forced dealers to offer remote and ‘contactless’ buying experiences, BUT today, dealers are choosing to continue reinventing how they sell cars and improving their digital-path-to purchase experiences.   



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Compared to 2020, dealer respondents are reporting significant increases in PVR, CSI and Transaction Times for their DR-initiated deals. Not 2022.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Nearly half (46) report moving their DR ‘end point’ further down the funnel since COVID-19 lockdowns and restrictions have eased. Another 41% report they continue to offer digital buying capabilities. But have not advanced those capabilities. Only 13% of dealers report they reduced the number of buying steps completed online – an indication the industry has permanently changed with no going back. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The good news for DR? Dealers overwhelmingly agree that a digital path to purchase is key to retail success and are gradually shifting to view DR as ‘deal’ versus ‘lead’ generation. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The key to successful transformation to modern retailing is cultural change. It starts with leadership-led, top-to-bottom commitment. It’s a balancing act between your customers’ expectations and your dealership’s success. Picking the right technology partners create value in the form of a superior ‘connected’ retail customer experience.Sales Process change re-engineer workflows for a customer first experience, delivering what consumers want, when they want it and pays off for the dealer. “Process Change” is no longer a threat to successful dealer’s profits. Leadership realizes the pain of not changing is greater than the pain of changing.                        



Modern Retailing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Modern Retailing should be a process that enables a fully integrated, connected buying experience that makes the car buying journey more convenient and less time-consuming for your customers.  Modern Retailing should allow the customer to move themselves down the funnel online by creating a clear path to purchase that gets them closer to the in-store sale. Modern Retailing = selling more cars in lest time with increased profitability. 
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Speaker Contact Information:

Pete MacInnis                                       Pete@elendsolutions.com

THANK YOU

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I hope you found this presentation insightful. I appreciate you allowing me to share my personal insights Does anyone have any questions or comments. Please reach out to me after the conference as well. 

http://www.elendsolutions.com/
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TECHNOLOGY BOTH

PROTECTS AND SERVES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome and thank you for joining me for this session focused on ways analytics and technology can help you protect your business and reduce costs



HVarela@AdvantageGPS.com

Hector Varela
Executive Sales Director
Lounge #2

ext. 705800-553-7031

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
My name is Hector Varela and I am the National Sales Director for Advantage Automotive AnalyticsFirst of all, we’re proud to be an avid supporter, platinum sponsor and partner of the New Mexico IADA.A little bit about myself

mailto:mailto:khettinga@advantagegps.com


Agenda

• Clear and Present Risks

• How Analytics and Technology Reduce Risks & Expenses

• Recovery & Compliance

• Asset Protection Toolkit

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this session, we’ll:Look what’s happening in the marketTalk about how Risk Data and Technology can help you manage risks better and protect your businessAnd Then, I will Share Our Best Practices Toolkit



Consumer Debt $16.15 T Q2
There has been consistent growth in these four main areas of debt:

*Source: September 2022, Key Figures by American’s Consumer Debt, Debt.org

$20,311

$23,935

$28,598

$30,473

$28,638

$515

$531

$532

$508

$485

$3,539

$4,159

$4,495

$4,691

$3,984

Average Used Car Loan Amount
Financed by Risk

*Source: State of the Automotive Finance Market, Q2, 2022

POTENTIAL RISKS AHEAD

Credit Card Loans

Home Loans

Student Loans

Auto Loans

$887 B

$11.3 T

$1.75 T

$1.502 T

*Source: PYMNTS June/July 2022

The Paycheck-To-Paycheck Report
63% Americans are Living Paycheck To Paycheck

33.5 million Americans spent more than they earned in the past six 
months

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at how the economy is affecting car buyers today:As rising prices continue to outpace wage gains, families are finding less cushion in their monthly budgetConsumer debt continues to grow  63% of Americans were living paycheck to paycheck1/3 of consumers earning more than $200,000 annually are now living paycheck to paycheckOver ½ of consumers identified issues paying their monthly bills due to  significant rises in prices for utilities in the past 12 months Suffice to say, the road ahead will continue to be bumpy



DELINQUENCY RATES LOAN ORIGINATIONS (YoY)

Source:  Yahoo Finance, September 22, 2022
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When looking at delinquency in the first two years after purchase, loans originated in 2021 and 2022 are starting to show higher delinquency rates relative to loans originated in previous years, even when compared to loans unaffected by pandemic-related stimulus payments. This trend is even more pronounced for consumers with subprime and deep subprime credit scores. 



How can you protect your business?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes




Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Modern GPS Technology provides predictive analytics that can help you identify potential problemsRisks that you can view at a glance and even be notified of, in real-time via a text messageAnd many providers, make it easier to recover vehicles faster with real-time location info, butAdvantage takes it step further, we connect you, in-app, directly to a database of  certified, bonded recovery agents who know the recovery laws



REAL-TIME COST-SAVINGS INTELLIGENCE
Vehicle Statuses, Location and Movement

Impound 
Lots

Low Battery 
Detection

Excessive
Mileage

Entering or Leaving
a Specified Area

Tamper
Detection

Stolen Vehicle
Recovery

Recourse Reconditioning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Advanced GPS technology is designed to help you manage risks better, save money and avoid lossesWhen a vehicle moves into an impound lot – we all know how costly that can be to your business  if you are not being alerted in a timely manner Not knowing the battery status of the vehicles for sale on your lot could result in loss. Without some sort of report or alert, you could be blindside when a salesman is trying to offer a test drive and the car won’t start.Excess mileage detection that violate STIPs – for like Rideshare applications, helps you stay on top of what could be depreciating your collateral’s valueThe technology can also notify you when vehicles cross state lines or areas that may be cause of concern for you under the note’s termsGPS technology can even let you know if a customer is tampering with the device itselfAlbuquerque ranks # 4 on the top cities with vehicle thefts. If a vehicle is stolen off your lot, GPS intelligence can help you track it down before it’s a total lossWhat is your recourse if lender backs out of loan?GPS location can help your recovery team locate the vehicle faster and potentially reduce reconditioning needed and the costs associated with it.



CFPB Director Rohit Chopra

Partner with a Certified, Knowledgeable Recovery Agent
Understand the Latest Changes to the Safeguard Rules
Document, Document, Train, Train, Over Communicate

COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE 
RECOVERY TOOLS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One other benefit I want to touch on before we wrap up is your collections process.GPS can help reduce your recovery times – aiding in reducing reconditioning time and fees and allowing you to remarket fasterAdvantage again offers another benefit that others do not, you can also get access to agents who are certified and understand the laws right in-appAs regulators are closely monitoring the new safeguard rules, it’s important to make sure your team is trained



BEST PRACTICES RISK MTIGATION TOOLKIT

Integrate Modern 
Analytics To Monitor 

Your Collateral

Provide Location 
Intelligence to

Assist in Fast Recoveries

GPS Predictive Analytics 
to Guide Future 

Funding Decisions

Train Collectors &
Establish Consistent

Practices

Document & Audit
Collection Process

Hire Bonded, Certified
Licensed Recovery 

Specialists

Build Relationship & 
Over-Communicate with
Your Recovery Specialists

Build a Culture of 
Compliance Internally
& with Your Partners  

Stay Updated on
Legislation (NMIADA, 

NAF,,Advantage and ARA)

Support Associations 
in Educating State 

& Federal Legislators

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s a look our best practices toolkit to help you stay on top of what is happening with your vehicle-asses and be more profitable.



Thank You

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Questions
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LSI Industries



Today’s Presentation

1. About Me 
2. About LSI 
3. Why LSI?
4. Safety Issues 
5. Exterior Lighting/Graphics/Controls  
6. Interior Lighting/Graphics/Controls



Kara Alexzander
Western Regional Manager, Automotive Market 

History: Lighting industry for 20 years

Distributor - Sales & Marketing, PM

Industrial Design Company - Sales, Design

Custom Lighting Design - Product Design

Agency - Sales, Business Development

TERRITORY: NM, AZ, CA 
Agent:  Illumination Works

WHO AM I? 



*Fun Fact:  I still own the car I learned to drive 
with: 1995 Jeep Wrangler!



Commercial and Industrial Manufacturer 
Specializing in Exterior & Interior Lighting and Signage for Auto, Petro,    
Warehouse, Parking, Grocery, Aviation, Sports & Education Verticals

WHO ARE WE? 



New Mexico 
Concerns

&
Issues

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is where the rubber meets the road.  85% of sales come from the service industry!    Men vs. Women - men fall in love with through their eyes, women their ears and with safety.  80% of the car purchasing decisions are made by women.  97 per cent of men who say they are the principal driver look after their own vehicle, compared to 59 per cent of women who say they are the principal driver of their vehicle.



Importance of Safety 
Through Lighting



Important TOPICS
Two Types of Safety:  Perceived 
(customer), Onsite 
(employees/product)

How does lighting affect safety?   

Who is your customer base? 

What happens first in the buying 
process?

Car service area Lighting 

Lot safety

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is where the rubber meets the road.  85% of sales come from the service industry!    Men vs. Women - men fall in love with through their eyes, women their ears and with safety.  80% of the car purchasing decisions are made by women.  97 per cent of men who say they are the principal driver look after their own vehicle, compared to 59 per cent of women who say they are the principal driver of their vehicle.



WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR AUTO?
• Lighting – Create a sense of safety, product safety and employee safety

– Lot Safety
– Design – We buy with our eyes first!
– Service – Good lighting , good service: 50-85% of sales come from the service area!

• Perceived Safety!  
– Buying – Dictated by WOMEN and MILLENIALS according to research!

• 80% of the car purchasing decisions are made by women!
• RATINGS! – Millennials buying online 

• SAFETY! And we are creatures of habit! = Repeat business



We Follow Trend! 

We Know the Specs! 

We Understand the Design!

• Service Area
• Exterior – FRONT ROW
• Showrooms 
• Digital & Signage

We Design, Make & Supply! 

WHAT ARE OUR STRENGTHS?



EXTERIOR LIGHTING



Dimly Lit Dealership



Well Lit Dealership



Exterior Light Issues

• Poles – Warranty, Cut Outs, Finishes, Universal Mounting Brackets
• LEDs – Shoebox Screw-In Replacements, Overseas Manufacturers
• Lens – Acrylic vs. Silicon, Heat Sinks, Precision
• Service – American Made vs. Overseas
• Quantity of Heads – Silicon vs. Acrylic/Glass
• Quality vs. Quantity – Lifespan of lights and design
• Design – Photometrics, Radiosity, Variability in Kelvin/Lumen Output
• Controls – Management of Lights at varying times for security and Longevity



OPTICS

Price Competitive with Better Technology 
Creates Various Throws
Won’t Crack or Break
Moisture Retardant
Flame Retardant
Won’t Yellow
< Light Loss than polycarbonate/glass
IK8 Rated



All controlled from an online 
web app that can be used on 
any internet capable device!



BRANDING

• AAA

• Acura

• GM – back house

• Honda

• Hyundai

• Infiniti

• Kia

• Mazda

• Mercedes

• Mitsubishi

• Nissan

• Ryder Truck Rental

• Subaru

• Worldwide Equipment



INDOOR LIGHTING





CUSTOM 
SOLUTIONS



LSI has their own Light Sculpture

Mercedes Autohaus3

The Light Sculpture revives the design of 
graphic and room elements and gives the 
visitor a unique first impression



SERVICE AREA



#1 Area of Focus

What’s the average age of a technician 
and the average age you lose your vision?

40s!



If you can see it, you can trust it!
If it is clean, you can trust it! 
If technicians, sales people and 
customers are happy, you can trust it! 

TRANSPARENCY = TRUST



GRAPHICS/LED SIGNAGE: LSI offers a variety of 
graphic solutions to bring your vision to 

life. Examples include: signage, banners, printed 
vinyl & wallpaper, wall murals, floor and window 
graphics, magnetic wall graphics, back-lit signs, 

LED display modules, LED video boards 
and more!



We make it LOOK good with lighting and branding creating SAFETY!  



Expo Break
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Lunch



Extended Warranty
Power

George Benzing
Oak Group
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• George Benzing
• National Sales Director
• The Oak Group
• Cell (708)504-7723
• GBenzing@fandi.com
• www.fandi.com

mailto:GBenzing@fandi.com
http://www.fandi.com/


Do You Know Who Your 
Customer Really Is?

• 60% of Americans live month-to-month financially
• Percentage is increasing rapidly with inflation
• Fastest growing month-to-month group makes $100-
150K a year

• Only 4 in 10 of your buyers has $1,000 or more in 
emergency savings

• Catastrophic Expenses #1 reason for personal bankruptcies



How Do You Protect Your Clients?
Ensure your client isn’t stuck with a catastrophic expense associate with the car you sold

GAP and Vehicle Service Contracts ARE NOT REALLY AN OPTION ANYMORE

Almost all clients are upside down early in vehicle loans
Large deficiencies make your client poorer

Major vehicle repairs rate of inflation is more than 4X higher than overall rate
Increased use of technology in vehicles has pushed repair expenses to all time high

Selling a vehicle today without protection is a disservice to your customer and your business

Monthly payments are manageable
Clients will remember who protected them



Increased profitability - Who doesn’t want to gross 50% more per vehicle?

Higher Customer satisfaction and retention

Pay your own service department

Utilize the cash to grow your wealth, not just make a living

What’s in It for YOU?



How Do You Translate Product Sales
Into Wealth?

5 Easy Steps to an Integrated Plan

1. Sell Your Customer what they need
2. Make a plan to reinvest the additional profit
3. Have a stable partner to execute the plan
4. Use your partner to identify & adopt best practices
5. Share in partner underwriting profits over long term











About The 
Oak 
Group?

The Oak Group is the parent company of 
AMS and Equi-pro. Our mission is to:
• Help our clients succeed at every customer 

touchpoint.
• Deliver incomparable customer service, integrity 

and breadth of offerings.
• Deliver value without any expectation.
• Help dealers sell more cars by giving shoppers the 

confidence to become buyers.
• Offices located in:

• Atlanta, GA
• Wilkes-Barre, PA
• Chicago, IL
• Scottsdale, AZ





Red Flag Rules

Adelina Torres Arreola
Marti Lynn King
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Compliance Tips for

Red Flags Rule

NMIADA 2022 © 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These can be changed to reflect your school’s specific rules. 



The “Red Flags Rule” requires your dealership to develop and implement 
a written Identity Theft Prevention Program (ITPP) to detect, prevent, and 
mitigate identity theft effective January 1, 2011, enforced by the FTC.

The Red Flags Rule protects consumers and businesses from the 
increasing risk of identity theft.  

Identity theft can cause huge problems for individuals and business 
from damaged credit, unpaid bills to empty bank accounts.

Auto dealerships must follow the Red Flags Rule because you assist 
in helping a customer obtain financing for the vehicle purchased.

NMIADA 2022 © 



• As a dealership you are the bridge between your customer and 
the financing institution, you are frontline to detecting a possible 
stolen identity. 

• You may potentially be liable if Red Flags Rule are not in place or 
followed. 

• It is crucial to ensure all staff is trained and understands your Red 
Flags process.

NMIADA 2022 © 



1. Suspicious or inconsistent 
identification documents

2. Fraud alert within a 
customer’s credit history

3. Account activity – generally 
will not apply to dealerships

4. Mail or email that is 
undeliverable, customers not 
responding to 
communications

WHAT ARE SOME 
RED FLAGS?

NMIADA 2022 © 



1. Identification of 
Process for Red Flags

2. Detecting Red Flags

3. Process to Prevent & 
Mitigate Identity Theft

4. Ensure you update 
program as needed.

WHAT SHOULD 
MY RED FLAG 

PROGRAM 
CONTAIN:

NMIADA 2022 © 



Identify:  Look for patterns, practices or 
specific activities that indicate the possible 

existence of identity theft.

Risk Factors – different types of accounts 
pose different kinds of risk.

Sources of Red Flags – Consider other 
sources of information, including experience 

of other members of your industry.

Categories of Common Red Flags – Warning 
signs – fraud or active-duty alert on credit 

report, a notice of credit freeze in response 
to a request for a credit report, notice of 

address discrepancy provided by a credit 
reporting company.

Suspicious Documents – ID looks altered or 
forged, person doesn’t look like the photo or 
match the physical description, information 
on the identification differs from what the 
person with identification is telling you or 
doesn’t match a signature card or recent 

check.

An application looks like it's been altered, 
forged, or torn up and reassembled.

NMIADA 2022 © 



Detect:  Employ procedures to detect the presence of any of your 
identified red flags and be sure to cross-reference customer identities 
against multiple databases.

Respond:  Ensure you have processes in place to respond to identity red 
flags in customer transactions but cannot adequately clear them with the 
customer.

Update:  Change your ITPP periodically, based upon your dealership’s 
own experiences and new information concerning identity theft from 
regulators, law enforcement, and industry experts. 
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1. Do not proceed with transaction.

2. Request further identification from the person and if necessary, 3rd

party sources.

3. Fully assess the risk of the Red Flag.

4. Ensure your due diligence is met and that there is no reasonable 
basis to believe that identity theft is involved. If satisfied no further 
action required.

5. If there is still concern, contact your supervisor or Program 
Coordinator to further discuss and determine action.

6. Do not complete the transaction or open the account unless you and 
the supervisor have determined there is no identity theft.
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1. Notify the customer

2. Notify law enforcement

3. Notify any creditor to whom the obligation has been assigned

4. Freeze all further activity

5. Stop any collection activity

6. Notify other departments of the dealership in the event the vehicle is 
returned

7. Notify the Program Coordinator

NMIADA 2022 © 



• Credit freeze.

• Address discrepancy on 
consumer report.

• Fraudulent 
documentation.

• Multiple identifications 
from different states.

• Be alert to suspicious 
statements or behavior of 
the customer.

OTHER ITEMS TO 
BE ON THE LOOK 

OUT FOR

NMIADA 2022 © 
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What were the 
Red Flags?

• Altered 
Identification

• Fake 
paycheck 
stubs

• Arrived late 
to dealership 
to “buy”

• Suspects 
story was off

Dealership 
action:

• Verified ID 
was not the 
person

• Alerted 
finance 
institution

• Notified law 
enforcement

• Alerted 
NMIADA 

Result:

• Other 
dealers 
reached out 
re: same 
person but 
different 
names.

• Other 
suspects 
involved

• Arrests

Consider investing in technology to 
detect fraudulent identifications.



Go to the Federal Trade Commission website: 

https://www.ftc.gov/business-guidance/resources/fighting-identity-theft-
red-flags-rule-how-guide-business

NMIADA 2022 © 

https://www.ftc.gov/business-guidance/resources/fighting-identity-theft-red-flags-rule-how-guide-business
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
10 Years in automotive retailSelling cars before I could be on the insurance plan... couldn’t drive.Maximizing Marketing and Minimizing Spend in a Recession



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Motivate…. Things WILL be okay, for those who innovate.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What’s happening in the market today...With higher prices and a highly fast moving market for 2 years,there naturally comes less consumer demand.Dealers are paying more for inventory, and hanging on to it...their old inventory strategies are out the window.Everyone knows what’s happening with the fed... (it’s what they want)raising interest rates meaning it’s more expensive for consumers,Less options from lenders, and not to mention if you’re a BHPH the cost of your portfolio could be higher.��So what’s the solution to stay ahead of the game? Well if you ask some dealers... the answer is simple.�



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But seriously... don’t be guilty of this. Yes, more volume and gross profit is ideal, right... but understanding the exactly what your sympoms are, will help find the right prespcription.A true strategist, or marketing partner should understand the business goals and create marketing goals that align perfectly.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at some examples of how simple this is:��Diagnosing business problems, and creating business solutions.This is going to seem really simple...but it all starts with a real analysis of the situation.









Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
That’s why it’s important to pay attention and understand to your business data...Marketing Sources (Where your customers come from)Website Analytics (What people are actually doing on your site)Inventory (What vehicles you generally sell, how many days inventory, price / market)CRM Communications (Leads, customers, responses, appointments...)When we know where we’ve been, it’s much easier to know where we’re going.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I Understand, dealers have a lot to monitor…��Website (What people are actually doing on your site)The most common place to send traffic to is your dealer website... it needs to be fast, easy to use, and SEO rich.But customers need to see:What kind of ads are we runningWhat are our audiencesWhat are is the messaging



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Website (What people are actually doing on your site)The most common place to send traffic to is your dealer website... it needs to be fast, easy to use, and SEO rich.Customers need to see:All of your profit centers - Don’t miss any opportunity to start a transaction on any of your profit centers.Key Differentiators - Your website should showcase all the unique things about your business... and the problems you solve.How to do business - Lay out the process that your customers will take to do business with you... set expectations, and then meet them!



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lead Generators (how are we starting the transaction)Something meaningful - You should be offering your customer something tangible for sharing their information... their contact information is their currency, and they need to be exchanging that for something worthwhile.Ensure they’re not confusing - Lead generators that dealers generally have... often disjointed and includes multiple 3rd parties, aggregators, trade tools, chat tools, soft-pull credit applications... That’s often expensive, and if not implemented properly... can confuse your customer.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Then... there are additional communications, autoresponders, and campaigns that need to trigger out of the CRM - in order to drag the customer down the funnel.Ultimately... dealers have to report, strategize, use, and optimize several different platforms... it often happens independently.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The thing is... Customers don’t understand that they’re all completely separate parts.So there’s no need to optimize each system separately.To get the best results... it we should be considering the customer journey and create flows that work from first click to close.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Okay... so let’s use the example from early... buy back vehicles directly from consumers... let’s say that’s the most important business goal that’s standing in the way of success. Let’s drive traffic.One consistant message, that directly relates to your business solutionMultiple placements based on the right platforms, delivered to the right audiences



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Land them on an SEO + content rich page that states exactly what the process is for doing busines with you.Content that builds value in why you deserve their business.And conversion tools that give customers the avenue to do something meaningful with your business... giving customers exactly what they need.You deserve to keep your customer and their data - Be careful not to drive your customer away from your experience... you should integrate as many of these natively into your website, in order to ensure the customer stays within YOUR dealerships process, and not exit to a 3rd party.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Send them sales communictions that pick up exactly where they left off, and help drive them futher down the funnel.Find ways to retarget customers through ads, email, and follow ups that keep the dealership top-of-mind to customers who aren’t ready to make a decision yet…Ultimately, we’re crafting the exact path for the customer that they need…



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The concept is simple... by thinking about the entire customer journey that relates to your business goals, you create a better experience for your customers because you understand exactly what they need, and you give it to them. This isn’t just relevant for trades, but for driving pre-approvals, for driving test drives, service appointments, credit apps… there are multiple ways in.Just like doing business in person... digital hasn’t always been so kind to the customer. But now is the time for a digital customer service revolution.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Then knowing this... you can trancend simply optimizing little pieces of your process... and find out just how effective an entire campaign is, this will help you make great decisions for your business, as long as you do something actionable with the data.Make sure you account for all of your profit centers, and ensure customers have a seemless way in to your process.Takeaway… Make sure you have the resources available to either strategize internally, or hire a trusted agency / partner to help match your marketing goals to your business goals.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you do all of this correctly, and make strategic desisions while advocating for your customer, giving them the best digital customer service... you will:Increase your marketing effectiveness, because you’ll be spending the least to get the most amount of relevent opportunities that are HELPFUL to your business goals.Because your multi-touch marketing strategy will perform better... You’ll reduce the cost of your marketing, and your tools, because you’re bringing all of your customer experiences into your house, you own the data, you call the shots.You’ll create better customers, and turn them into fans... because you’ve provided the digital customer service necessary to exceed their expectations.





Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you for your time and attention. It’s an honor speaking at NMIADA.�Questions?? :)



Expo Break



Catalytic Converter
Theft Crisis

Miguel Alcala
Richard Benevento



CONVERTER PROTECT
Powered By Dealer Loyalty Protection



WHAT IS A CATALYTIC CONVERTER AND 
WHY DO I NEED IT?

• The catalytic converter is a device in the exhaust system that converts toxic gases and pollutants into less 
toxic pollutants. It is a critical piece to passing a vehicle emissions test.

• When the catalytic converter has been removed, your vehicle will make a loud roaring sound that will get 
louder as you push the gas pedal. Your car might also make a sputtering sound as you change speed, or 
you'll notice it's not driving smoothly.



CATALYTIC CONVERTER THEFT
• The latest trend amongst auto thieves is stealing a vehicle’s catalytic 

converter while the vehicle is parked. Sliding underneath the vehicle 
and cutting the exhaust on either side of the converter with a 
reciprocating saw can take as little as 30 seconds.
• The easy 

accessibility, coupled 
with the high value 
for the converter 
makes it an easy 
choice for thieves 
preying on your 
vehicle.



• The value of the catalytic converter lies in the rare metals used to convert 
toxic gases and pollutants in exhaust gas from an internal combustion 
engine into less-toxic pollutants.

• These metals, Rhodium, Palladium and Platinum, are used to catalyze a 
redox reaction inside the converter, reducing the toxic emissions.

• When a catalytic converter is stolen, these precious metals can be 
recovered and sold. There are some companies that will purchase 
converters and pay anywhere from $140 to $1,500.

PLATINUM
$868/OZ

PALLADIUM
$2,197/OZ

RHODIUM

$14,250/OZ

PRECIOUS METALS



CONVERTER THEFT STATISTICS

• Albuquerque PD said there have been 
352 incidents where a catalytic 

converter was removed or stolen off a 
car this year from January to June. 
That number is almost triple what it 

was for the same time last year.

• Catalytic converter thefts more than 
quadrupled in 2021.  It’s estimated 

there were 66,485 thefts nationwide, a 
361% increase from all reported thefts 
of catalytic converters in 2020, now a 

new record in theft.

• From 2018-2021 there has been a 
1,215% increase in catalytic converter 

thefts nationwide.



WAYS TO PROTECT YOUR CONVERTER

• Weld stainless steel cables around the converter.

• Cover the converter with a cage made of Rebar or other high strength metal.

• Install a steel shield over the converter and 
surround the exhaust pipe which requires extra time
and tools to remove.



WAYS TO PREVENT CONVERTER THEFT
• Park in a secure area.

• Have the vehicle’s VIN engraved onto the converter to make it easier to 
identify if it is removed.

• Paint your converter to deter buyers.  Some local police departments even 
offer free programs for painting.



OR YOU CAN 
USE OUR 
PRODUCT

• Only Dealer Loyalty Protections’ Converter Protection Plan offers a 
label to affix to your converter with a traceable identification number.  
This prevents theft and offers a product warranty if the theft does 
occur, covering the cost of a replaced converter.



DLP CONVERTER PROGRAM OPTIONS

Option 1: Dealer Direct Sales

Option 2:  Dealer Preload Sales

Option 3:  Dealer Lot Load

Visit us at Booth 17 to discuss the best option for your 
dealership!



New FTC
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New FTC
Safeguards Rules

Marc Powell

The Safeguards Rule took effect in 2003, but 
after public comment, the FTC amended it in 
2021 to make sure the Rule keeps pace with 
current technology. While preserving the 
flexibility of the original Safeguards Rule, the 
revised Rule provides more concrete guidance 
for businesses. It reflects core data security 
principles that all covered companies need to 
implement.

THE NEW RULES TAKE EFFECT DECEMBER 9th!!



New FTC
Safeguards Rules

Marc Powell

What does the Safeguards Rule require companies to do?

The Safeguards Rule requires covered financial institutions 
to develop, implement, and maintain an information 
security program with administrative, technical, and 
physical safeguards designed to protect customer 
information. The Rule defines customer information to 
mean “any record containing nonpublic personal 
information about a customer of a financial institution, 
whether in paper, electronic, or other form, that is 
handled or maintained by or on behalf of you or your 
affiliates.”

https://www.ftc.gov/business-guidance/resources/ftc-safeguards-rule-what-your-business-needs-know#Information_security_program
https://www.ftc.gov/business-guidance/resources/ftc-safeguards-rule-what-your-business-needs-know#Customer_information
https://www.ftc.gov/business-guidance/resources/ftc-safeguards-rule-what-your-business-needs-know#Nonpublic_personal_information


New FTC
Safeguards Rules

Marc Powell

Your information security program must be written 
and it must be appropriate to the size and 
complexity of your business, the nature and scope 
of your activities, and the sensitivity of the 
information at issue. 

The objectives of your company’s program are:

•to ensure the security and confidentiality of 
customer information;
•to protect against anticipated threats or hazards to 
the security or integrity of that information; and
•to protect against unauthorized access to that 
information that could result in substantial harm or 
inconvenience to any customer.

https://www.ftc.gov/business-guidance/resources/ftc-safeguards-rule-what-your-business-needs-know#Information_security_program
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GOOD ORGANIZATION
IS THE 

KEY TO COMPLIANCE



Why 
Compliance 
Matters 

 More paperwork to buy a car than a house in 
state of NM

 Not following state and fed regulations leads 
to triple damages 

 Upset clients 

 Lawsuits
 If ONE part of the paperwork isn’t 

accurate or in compliance you WILL 
LOSE.
 Buying back vehicle is almost always best 

route 



NMIADA 
Check List
Ensures
Compliance



Best Practices –
Test
Drive
Agreement



Privacy
Policy



New Buyers 
Guide

 Implemented on January 27, 2018

 New fines increased to $16,000 per failure per vehicle 

 Must be prominently displayed in vehicle

 If client speaks Spanish, Federal and State law require a 
Spanish Language Buyers Guide





Best Practices  
Implied 
Warranty 

 Have consumer sign both Buyers Guide 
and Implied  Warranty Disclosure 
Statement  
 When selling a car at retail you can not 

void 15 day, 500 mile, implied warranty 
under state law
 No “AS IS” sales 
 However, specific defects, when 

disclosed to consumer, can be waived
 Must be specific in which defects you are 

waving



Implied Warranty 
Disclosure 
Statement



Waiver of Implied 
Warranty for 
Particular Defects



NM 12.2.14 – 6% 
Inspection Rule

 12.2.14.8.A
 AFFIDAVIT REQUIRED
 NOTARIZED
 RETAIN FOR 4 YEARS

 12.2.14.8.C
 INSPECTION REPORT ATTACHED

 12.2.14.12
 10 YEARS OR 125K MILES EXEMPT
 MUST GIVE DISCLOSURE (HAVE BUYER SIGN)
 “BECAUSE OF AGE IN EXCESS OF 10 YEARS ORMILEAGE IN EXCESS OF 

125,000 THIS MOTOR VEHICLE HAS NOT RECEIVED A USED MOTOR 
VEHICLE DAMAGE INSPECTION PURSUANT TO 12.2.14.1 NMAC, ET SEQ., 
AND BUYER MAY OBTAIN INDEPENDENT INSPECTION, AT BUYERS 
EXPENSE, PRIOR TO PURCHASE”

 IF DO INSPECTION, ABOVE RULES APPLY 



6% Affidavit 





Best Practices -
Recall



Odometer 
Disclosure Is 
FEDERAL LAW 



We
Owe



Arbitration 
Agreement






Arbitration Agreement

Dealership________________________________________ Date______________ Stock ____________ Color_______

Year______ Make	Model _____________________  Miles___________ Vin#_____________________



Customer Name(s) ______________________________________  City _______________ St______  Zip__________

THIS AGREEMENT CONTAINS A MANDATORY ARBITRATION PROVISION.



1. Any dispute between Buyer and Dealer arising out of this sale will be decided by arbitration in the City of	_________, New Mexico or an alternative location more convenient for the buyer. Arbitration shall be conducted by the Rules and Regulations governed by the Federal Arbitration Act and the applicable rules of the American Arbitration Association. The selection of any other Arbitration or Organization and its Rules and Regulations may be done, but only with the mutual agreement of both parties.  Any arbitration award may be enforced as provided by law. Buyer and Dealer waive any right to a jury trial.

2. If a dispute is arbitrated, you will give up your right to participate as a class representative or a class member on any class claim you may have against us including any right to class arbitration or any consolidation of individual arbitrations. This is referred to below as the “Waiver of  Class Action Rights.”

3. Discovery and rights to appeal in arbitration are generally more limited than in a lawsuit, and other rights that you and we would have in court may not be available in arbitration.

4. Your rights to appeal or change an arbitration award in court are very limited.

5. We can still repossess your vehicle if you default.

6. Any dispute shall. At the seller’s or my request, be resolved by binding arbitration and not a court of law.



Any claim or dispute, whether in contract, tort, statute or otherwise, including the interpretation and scope of this clause, between you and us or our employees, agents, successors or assigns, which arises out of or is related to this advertising, sale, purchase or condition of the vehicle in question, this contract or any resulting transaction or action, including repossession actions, shall be resolved by a neutral and binding arbitration and not by a civil court action. Any claim or dispute is to be arbitrated by a single arbitrator on an individual basis and not as a class action. 



Arbitrators shall be attorneys or retired judges and shall be selected pursuant to the applicable rules. The arbitrator shall apply governing substantive law and applicable statutes of limitation in making an award. The arbitration hearing shall be conducted as provided for under Federal Arbitration Act. Each party shall be responsible for its own attorney fees, witness fees and any other fees or costs associated with the arbitration under applicable law unless awarded by the arbitrator under applicable law. (Proposal) The Dealer agrees that it will pay 75% of the fees and costs owing to the Arbitration Organization that has agreed to conduct the Arbitration or for the Arbitration Agreement to be enforceable. The arbitrator’s award shall be final and binding on all parties, except that in the event the arbitrator’s award for a party is $0 or against a party is in excess of $100,000, or includes an award of injunctive relief against a party, that party may request a new arbitration under the rules of the arbitration organization by a three-arbitrator panel. The appealing party requesting new arbitration shall be responsible for the filing fee and other arbitration costs subject to a final determination by the arbitrators of a fair apportionment of costs. (Proposal) The parties will equally split the filing fee and any other Arbitration cost subject to final determination by the Arbitrators and a fair apportionment of such costs.



Any court having jurisdiction may enter judgment on the arbitrator’s award. This clause shall survive any termination, payoff or transfer of this contract. If a waiver of class action rights is deemed or found to be unenforceable for any reason in a case in which class action allegations have been made, the remainder of this arbitration clause shall be unenforceable. If any other part of this arbitration clause is deemed or found to be unenforceable, the remainder of the clause shall be enforceable.



_______________________________________________				_______	_____________________________

Buyers Signature				Date				Sellers Signature		Date





HC#4852-7010--9976

												copyright 2016  NMIADA









Trade-In
Appraisal



Conclusion

• UTPA Violations = Triple Damages + Attorney’s Fees
• Odometer Disclosure
• Buyers Guide
• Prior Damage Disclosure (6%)
• False Advertising
• Title For Hostage
• Failure to Honor Implied Warranty (15/500)

• Check Lists Ensure Compliance (But ONLY If  Utilized)

• Untrained Employees Are Primary Issue

• Custom Thumb Drives Available at the NMIADA Desk
• Sample of all Forms
• State Law & Regulations
• Dealer Closing Checklist

• When In Doubt, Reach Out!



NMIADA
Raffle

 All Proceeds Support the Scholarship Fund

 Grand Prize: $1000.00 Cash

 Second Prize: $500.00 Credit on our  Online Store

 Third Prize: $250.00 Credit on our Online Store
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